Build a
collaborative
workplace for
the future
Empower your employees with Logicalis

A new generation of employees, not
bound by physical boundaries, who
value greater flexibility in their work, is
forcing leaders to adopt solutions that
are focused on employees themselves,

Build a digital workplace
for a digital generation
Embed digital into your workplace platforms,
processes and culture.

their experiences and their ability to
work whenever and wherever they are.
That’s why, as Architects of ChangeTM,
we help you build a digital workplace
of the future that balances business
productivity with employee
empowerment using digital
technologies that allow employees to
collaborate freely, add more value for
improved performance and achieve a
work-life balance.

Collaboration that inspires realtime productivity and teamwork
Improve business agility and competitiveness
with tools that facilitate quicker interactions.

Communications that connect
your people to their purpose
Ensure people know their role by connecting
them to the business vision and values.

Empower employees with digital collaboration
The Logicalis Collaboration Suite enables employees to collaborate effectively and provides
management with clear benchmarking and analytics to track adoption and measure success.

Engage your people
Meetings and
communication

Delivering value by driving user adoption
with change management.

Teamwork and
content collaboration
Workspaces for real time
conversations and content
collaboration.

Borderless meetings
that connect people
to your mission.

Logicalis
Collaboration
Suite
Empower your people,
measure your success.

Security

Mobility
Secure remote access
with virtual desktop and
device management.

Security built into your
digital fabric using our
Secure OnMesh solution.

Technology analytics
Intelligent device analytics to determine
engagement and productivity.

How we help you scale the employee
collaboration experience
Leave the hard work up to us and allow your workforce to focus on
adding value, driving innovation and outperforming competitors.

Guaranteed performance

Cost optimisation

Continuous evolution

Maintain uptime and
performance of solutions
and devices.

Monitoring to

Leverage the latest
capabilities as
they evolve.

Secure operations

Actionable insights

Ensuring the right
people have access to
the right things.

Actionable insights
to improve
collaboration score.

and productivity.

How to get started on your Digital Workplace journey
Our proven methodology helps you along the journey
towards truly empowering your employees.

Step 1 Align

Step 2 Transform

Step 3 Scale

Collaboration
Assessment

Collaboration Suite
Implementation

Managed
Collaboration Suite

Collaboration capabilities
and technology assessment
including a gap analysis and
solution roadmap.

Collaboration Suite deployed
against a best practice benchmark
score to ensure adoption and
productivity at speed.

Proactively manage and
improve your collaboration
score ensuring employees
are productive.

Start building a collaborative
workplace for the future

Get in touch
info@ap.logicalis.com

